Maturation of the lymphoid system. I. Induction of tolerance in neonates with a T-dependent antigen that is an obligate immunogen in adults.
A/J mice displayed a striking ontogenetic difference in the capacity to respond to DNP-Ficoll, a T-independent antigen, and to aggregated human gamma-globulin (AHGG), a T-dependent antigen. Thus, whereas responses to DNP-Ficoll of 4-day-old mice were similar in magnitude to those of adult animals, responses to AHGG did not become pronounced until mice were some 30 to 40 days of age. The inability of young animals to respond to AHGG was reflective of a negative consequence of lymphocyte/antigen interaction, since such mice became specifically unresponsive to subsequent challenges with AHGG. Unresponsiveness induced by neonatal injection of AHGG lasted 50 to 60 days, in contrast to that induced by deaggregated HGG, which persisted some 100 days longer. The unresponsive state induced by injection of neonates with AHGG maintained itself upon adoptive transfer and did not appear to be linked to suppressive factors associated with either serum or lymphoid cells for its maintenance. Finally, AHGG was also shown to be capable of inducing unresponsiveness in neonatal, athymic mice. These results demonstrate that AHGG, the normally immunogenic form of HGG in adult mice, can serve as an effective tolerogen when administered into a neonatal environment.